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Words from Eurosea
We are in Brugge at Eurosea with a great share of
ideas and projects towards sea Scouting in the
coming times. Leaders from eleven countries came
together in a renewed strength (only 11 of us are
repeating our presence).
The work of all us together makes a different
inspiration, a new suit for of good old ideas from
elsewhere to each one. People met old friends and
make new friendships in a scouting spirit. We
remembered the good friends that had left us,
specially Ron Brown who’s life it’s the expression of
international sea Scouting spirit, with his scout joy,
his english humor, his continuous will of kicking the
impossible.
We listened and discussed sea scout mission and
values in the changing society of the coming years
with the help of good friends, and placed us more
keen in our role with Europe´s Youth in making them
better citizens,
All of us together are having ideas for more
interchange, more international sea Scout events,
getting more people joining in, increase share so we
can built better sea scouting for more young people.
From the welcoming “Venice from the North”
Eurosea participants are looking for the next one
with the desire of a lot of sea scouting moving on
the water in between.
Nuno
Chairman of Odysseus

Thank you for making the Eurosea!
Eurosea seminars wouldn't be anything without all the participants
from different countries. This time we had eleven countries
represented, but for the next Eurosea we hope to have many more.
One of the most important things that happen during these
seminars, is learning from each other ‐ sharing what we do in our
countries related to sea scouting.
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Presentatations, workshops and activities make the frames for
sharing ideas and thoughts. I want to thank everyone who
participated in making the program of Eurosea! I hope those who
participated in the workshops would start thinking if they could
bring a presentation or workshop next time...
The hosting team of Eurosea 12 did a great job! The local scout
leaders brought a bit of the local flavour in the seminar. Thanks to
the both hosting Flemish Scout Associations “FOS Open Scouting”
and Scouts en Gidsen Vlaanderen".
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New Odysseus Group

Other responsibilities

Odysseus group is chosen by the Eurosea seminar until the
next Eurosea. The group consists of up to six members, each
from a different European country. This time there were six
candidates, and no voting was needed.

Website Seascouts.eu
Webmaster (technical person): Ernst‐Jan (member of Odysseus)
Web editors: if anyone wants to apply, contact Ernst‐Jan

The new Odysseus group:
* Nuno Baptista Jacinto (Portugal, chairman)
* Ernst‐Jan Jacobsen (The Netherlands, vice chairman)
* Werner Strobel (Austria, Anchorman)
* Kris Bauters (Belgium, member)
* Jakub Mazurkiewicz (Poland, member)
* Satu Raudasoja (Finland, member)

Euronaut newsletter
Editor in chief: Satu (member of Odysseus)
Euronaut helpers/ journalists: anyone interested is welcome to write articles!
Renewing the layout: if anyone is interested, contact Satu
English support: Would be appreciated a lot! Contact Satu if you could read
through articles before those are published.
Other topics
Maintenance of the Warrington B‐P statue: Sjoerd Heeringa (from Netherlands)
promised to make a proposal how this would happen
Ideas for events and contact persons for those
European Sea Scout camp: Ernst‐Jan (member of Odysseus)
Sea Scout camp in Britain: Nuno (member of Odysseus)
Applying watch leaders event in national level: Alex Kelly (from Ireland)
European Sea Scout qualifying regatta for Koch cup: Nuno (member of Odysseus)
& Kevin Rowan (from Ireland)
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Program of the Eurosea 12
On Wednesday 10th September the program of Eurosea 12 started with three
presentations. The first presentations were done by Capt.Yves Goossens from the
Belgium company Vloot (how seascouting and Vloot are related to each other in
Belgium and which experience of this can be helpfull to us), David McKee from the
European Scout Office and João Paulo Feijoo (Scouiting in a VUCA world). The slides
of the presentations can be found on the seascouts.eu website.
On Thursday there was sailing on B2 vessels. During the sailing a SWOT analyses was
done in groups on topics related to sea scouting. In the evening of Thursday the
international evening was held, so everybody was able learn more about seascouting
in the other countries.
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Friday the workshops started. In the morning two workshops were held, one about an
European Sea scouts map which will be hold all kind of information (like about vessel,
event, training etc etc) and one about Seascouting and community service. In the
afternoon three workshop were given: nautical activities (about how theoritical
learning can be done in a gameplay), a presentation of the B2 vessel and a workshop
about different learners.
Saturday morning there were two workshops, Safety on the water and a presentation
of the dutch CWO (Commissie Watersport Opleidingen) system. In the afternoon the
location for the next Eurosea (2016) was one of the topics. Two countries (Poland and
Portugal) presented theirselves. Both of them had really everything an Eurosea needs.
After voting (each country present has one vote), the outcome is that the next
Eurosea will be in Poland. The evening the hosting country gave a Belgian evening.
Participants enjoyed the games and the music.
Sunday we had the ending of the Youth pass (something we did every day to evaluate
our self and see if we are progressing), the evaluation and the closing ceremony.
Text: Ernst‐Jan Jacobsen, Photos: Satu Raudasoja

Interview of two participants: David and David
Two scout leaders from Czech Republic, David Milec, 20, and David
Svoboda, 35, participated to Eurosea for the first time. In scouting
David M is a troop leader and David S is the main captain of the Sea
Scouts. They both came at Eurosea on very short notice. Two other
persons from their country were supposed come, but they came sick
and David & David were the last time replacements.
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Both participants expected the seminar would be mostly formal
discussions, as any conference. They both were positively surprised by
the workshops and activities. "First thing we were doing, was a photo
of you, to make a face wall, it was kind of a welcoming", David
Svoboda notes.
The overall feeling after the seminar is very content."It was great"
David M. says and continues: "It was exhausting because working and
listening presentations, and not having enough sleep. But activities &
grounds were well prepared. Last evening with games was a lot of fun."
David S confirms: "I was enjoying the workshops and discsussions. Now I
hope I understand better the system of sea scouting in the Europe. I
enjoyed the seminar. Also the informal discussion during the breaks."
As the most interesting activity, David M chooses sailing with B2
vessels, because he had not been earlier on a boat of that size. David S
confirms the sailing was the most interesting part of the program ‐ but
for another reason. "We were sailing with a belgian leader of a group
of rovers and we discussed what they do in sea scouting." Both Davids
picks the same workshop as the most interesting one."Europe map of
Sea scouting ‐ were we sharing information of sea scouting in different
countries. That was useful." David M states. David S says he enjoyed
also creating a game of a topic, workshop held by the Belgian scouts.

The Czech will have their national Navigamus camp in 4.‐7.6.2015. They
hope to get sea scout from abroad participating to the camp. "At least from
Austria, Slovakia, Hungary..." David S. lists.
In Czech the typical water acitivites in summer season are decending
rivers, participating to competitions, rowing a “river boat” for 6 persons,
white water kayaking and sailing (same boat as for rowing, but with 4‐3
persons). In winter season they do water activities in the swimming pool.
"We teach swimming, jumping, diving and rescuing. The kids also learn how
to turn around a kayak or a canoe." Otherwise during the winter they do
land activities as hiking, skiing, playing ice hockey...
The both men hope to participate on the Eurosea next time too. From this
seminar they bring home new friendships, new ideas, wider view how is sea
scouting in Europe. "I want try to try out some of the games at home" David
S concludes.

David Svoboda on the left and David Milec on the right in the Levievlet vessel.
At the back Ben Spall from Netherlands. Text and photo: Satu Raudasoja
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Ideas from the seminar
IDEA: European Sea Scout camp
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• First time trying in out with smaller number of participants
• Participants 14‐18 years old and 1‐2 patrols / country
• One country as hosting country, needed mandate from the country, as the
national association will be the organizer officially
• in a scout center
• In 2017? In Poland? Netherlands? Denmark? ??
• Amount of participants? 22 patrols ‐> 220 participants? Max? 500?
• Length 7‐11 days
• Hosting team & International Service Team
• Contact person: Ernst‐Jan
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IDEA: European Sea Scout qualifying regatta for Koch cup
• Koch cup is a sailing competition for sea scouts in California, organized by
BSA
• Koch cup has had European participants e.g. Portugal, Finland, Poland,
Sweden?
• Ireland has organized 2013 a regatta (participants from Belgium &?)
• Could be organized again!
• Koch Cup outside States, in Europe..?
• The qualifier /winner would be paid by the organization
• Contact persons: Kevin & Nuno
IDEA: Friendship badge
• Friendship badge for international sea scout events & interchanges
• Contact person: Werner Strobel
Photo by Fotografie Digitimm Fotograaf Kunstenaar

Eurosea 13 in Poland
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The seminar concluded on the Sunday with a decision
to hold the next Eurosea, the 13th one, in Perkoz
(near Olstyn, Poland) in September 2016 .The site
chosen was used back in 2000 to host Eurosea 7.
Although inland but a lakeshore site.

Jakub Mazurkiewich promised the wifi connection will
be better than this time in Belgium. The Polish scouts
have a team making online video broadcasts and we
hope to get them to stream video from the next
Eurosea.

The facilities have place for 120 persons in 1, 2, 3 or 4
persons rooms. The scout centre has a conference hall
for 70 persons and several rooms for holding
workshops. The scout marina is just next to the
buildings with sailboats, canoes and kayaks. And for
those who like swimming ‐ there is a swimming area.

For the Polish day, there are plans fro visiting the
Oceanarium in Gdynia, the Byskawica ‐ Polish Navy
museum ship and Dar Pomorza ‐ famous Polish school
full rigged frigate. There is also possibility to cruise on
Gdańsk Bay with Zawisza Czarny.

Text: Kevin Rowan, Satu Raudasoja
Photos: mos from the presentation of Jakub
Mazurkiewich
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